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ABSTRACT
A multi-physics simulation combining large-eddy simula-

tion, conjugate heat transfer and radiative heat transfer is used
to predict the wall temperature field of a confined premixed
swirling flame operating under atmospheric pressure. The com-
bustion model accounts for the effect of enthalpy defect on the
flame structure whose stabilization is here sensitive to the wall
heat losses. The conjugate heat transfer is accounted for by
solving the heat conduction within the combustor walls and with
the Hybrid-Cell Neumann-Dirichlet coupling method, enabling
to dynamically adapt the coupling period. The exact radiative
heat transfer equation is solved with an advanced Monte Carlo
method with a local control of the statistical error. The coupled
simulation is carried out with or without accounting for radia-
tion. Excellent results for the wall temperature are achieved by
the fully coupled simulation which are then further analyzed in
terms of radiative effects, global energy budget and fluctuations
of wall heat flux and temperature.

NOMENCLATURE
cp Thermal capacity at constant pressure [J/kg/K]

∗Address all correspondence to this author: ro-
nan.vicquelin@centralesupelec.fr.

h Heat transfer coefficient [W/m2/K]
H Combustor’s height [m]
Prad Radiative power [W/m3]
T Temperature [K]
U Velocity component [m/s]
V Cell volume [m3]
∆t Time step size [s]
∆x Cell size [m]
η Numerical tolerance [-]
λ Thermal conductivity [W/m/K]
φ Heat flux [W/m2]
Φ Face-integrated flux [W]
ρ Density [kg/m3]
ε Wall emissivity or estimation of numerical error [-]
(...) f Fluid domain value
(...)bnd Boundary value
(...)cpl Coupling value
(...)ext External conditions
(...)rad Radiative value
(...)s Solid domain value

(̂...) Numerical estimation of mean value
(...)′ Fluctuating contribution
(...)est Estimated value
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CASE-FW Coupled simulation accounted for reactive flow and
wall heat transfer

CASE-FWR Coupled simulation accounted for reactive flow,
wall heat transfer and radiation

CHT Conjugate Heat Transfer
DNS Direct Numerical Simulation
HCND Hybrid-Cell Neumann-Dirichlet
LES Large Eddy Simulation
RANS Reynolds-Averaged Navier-Stokes
RMS Root Mean Square value
TRI Turbulence-Radiation Interaction

INTRODUCTION
The increasing number of applications of large-eddy simula-

tions (LES) in practical combustor configurations [1, 2] outlines
the growing maturity of such methods to simulate turbulent reac-
tive flows. While subgrid-scale modeling efforts are still ongo-
ing, the range of applications of such high-fidelity computations
widens to new horizons such as multiphysics simulations of con-
jugate heat transfer (CHT). Several applications to turbine blades
have been reported [3,4] as well as combustion cases [5–7]. The
accurate prediction of heat flux and temperature at the combustor
wall requires accounting for the coupling between the turbulent
reactive flow, the heat conduction within the walls and the radia-
tive energy transfer. The later phenomenon, radiation, has also
been coupled to reactive LES in different studies [6,8–10]. Com-
bining LES with conjugate heat transfer and thermal radiation in
a multiphysics framework can nowadays be envisioned and en-
ables a state-of-the-art estimation of wall heat loads. Besides,
coupling LES with radiative heat transfer enables to alleviate the
issue of Turbulence-Radiation Interaction (TRI) [11, 12] which
is significant in RANS simulations. While being neglected here,
subgrid-scale TRI effects are strictly not negligible and mod-
eling studies have recently emerged [13, 14]. Finally, accurate
unsteady simulations such as LES to predict unsteady wall heat
loads is very promising to determine thermal fatigue in combus-
tors as recently developed in the nuclear engineering commu-
nity [15–17].

A multiphysics simulation is here applied to a confined pre-
mixed swirling flame [18,19] whose stabilization has been shown
to be sensitive to the wall conditions as in other similar flames
[20–23]. The flame has previously been simulated successfully
in a non-coupled and stand-alone LES based on a non-adiabatic
F-TACLES (Filtered Tabulated Chemistry for LES) model [24].
The wall temperature profiles were then specified from the ex-
perimental ones that were measured by Laser Induced Phospho-
rescence. The objective of this study is to predict this wall tem-
perature field in order to retrieve the combustor characteristics
in terms of flame stabilization and wall heat losses without any
prior knowledge from the experimental data.

The proposed multiphysics simulation relies on separate
solvers to treat each physical phenomenon as accurate as pos-
sible. A similar and pioneering high-fidelity approach has been
presented in [6] and applied a helicopter combustor while de-
scribing the radiation properties with a global model. The cou-
pling frequency with the radiation solver was however strongly
limited. Regarding the retained approach in the present study,
the large-eddy simulation benefits from the continuous advances
in combustion modeling [25], in particular on the effect of vari-
able enthalpy due to heat losses on the flame structure and its
stabilization [24, 26–28]. The conjugate heat transfer is ac-
counted for by solving the heat conduction within the combus-
tor walls. This heat transfer solver is coupled to the LES with
the recently developed Hybrid-Cell Neumann-Dirichlet coupling
method [29]. It enables i) to carry out coupled simulations while
controlling the coupling period from a user-specified accuracy
tolerance and ii) to access the permanent regime statistics at
the combustor walls through an acceleration method [30] which
skips the slow transient heating of the chamber without modi-
fying the level of fluctuations in wall temperature and heat flux.
The radiative heat transfer equation is solved with an Optimized
Emission-based Reciprocal Monte-Carlo method [31] while ac-
counting for detailed gas spectral radiative properties. While be-
ing computationally intensive, such a Monte Carlo solver with
a local control of the statistical error provides very accurate re-
sults. The obtained level of accuracy of the proposed coupled
multiphysics simulation of realistic configurations yields a high-
fidelity method beyond the state of the art.

The first section details the numerical solvers and their cou-
pling procedure. Coupled simulations are then carried out on the
investigated confined premixed swirling flame with or without
accounting for radiative energy transfer. Results are compared
to experimentally measured wall temperature before being fur-
ther analyzed in terms of global energy budget and fluctuations
of wall heat flux and temperature.

EXPERIMENTAL AND NUMERICAL SETUPS
Experimental setup

The experimental setup was studied experimentally by
Guiberti et al. [19, 24]. A schematic view of the setup is avail-
able in Fig. 1. The combustion chamber height H is 250 mm
with a square cross-section. It encloses of a swirled premixed
flame, where the fuel is a mixture of H2 and CH4 (60% and 40%
in volume, respectively). The equivalence ratio is 0.7, the swirl
number is set to 0.4 and the fresh gases temperature is 293 K.
The corresponding thermal power of the flame is 4 kW.

The numerical setup and modeling of the reactive flow, de-
scribed in the next section, has previously been validated [24]
against measurements of velocity profiles, OH∗ chemilumines-
cence and OH-PLIF. Wall temperature measurements determined
by Laser Induced Phosphorescence which were then prescribed
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FIGURE 1. Schematic view of the studied burner [18, 19, 24].

as boundary conditions in the simulation are here the target data
to be predicted by a multi-physics approach . Such data are avail-
able for one of the four combustor’s quartz windows in a 51 mm
x 58 mm zone.

Numerical solvers
The multi-physics simulation is carried out by coupling sep-

arate solvers that describe the turbulent reactive flow, radiative
heat transfer and wall heat transfer. The three solvers are detailed
below.

Turbulent reactive flow The retained setup for large-
eddy simulation of reactive flows is identical to [24]. The
YALES2 LES solver [32, 33] is based on a low Mach-number
assumption and uses finite-volume formalism with fourth order

time integration and space discretization schemes. The pressure
Poisson equation is solved using a deflated conjugate gradient
method [33].

The chemistry and turbulent combustion are described with
the tabulated chemistry model F-TACLES [34, 35] and Charlette
et al. [36] subgrid-scale flame wrinkling model. For the con-
sidered configuration which features heat losses, the effect of
enthalpy variations on the combustion model is accounted for
with a non-adiabatic extension [28,37] of the F-TACLES model.
For perfectly-premixed conditions as studied here, the different
physical variables are only tabulated as a function of a progress
variable Yc and a heat losses correction coefficient [28].

A first stand-alone LES was conducted using wall laws to
account for unresolved boundary layers. It showed a maximal
value of cell size in wall units y+ ≈ 1.5 (similar in terms of x+

and z+). The retained grid is then fine enough for the investigated
case and enables a wall-resolved LES where no wall-modeling is
required.

Gases radiation The burnt gases thermal radiation is
accounted fo by solving the radiative transfer equation with-
out taking into subgrid turbulence-radiation interaction. This is
done with a Monte-Carlo method implemented in the RAINIER
solver, an in-house parallel code of the EM2C laboratory. Such
methods are deemed the most accurate after deterministic ray
tracing. They can account for complex geometries and spec-
tral properties. Here, a cK method based on accurate parame-
ters directly obtained from a high-resolution database [38] en-
ables a detailed description of radiative properties of CO2 and
H2O. In order to afford coupling such Monte-Carlo methods with
LES, several features must be met: parallel scalability, local ac-
curacy control and fast convergence. The RAINIER code uses
an Optimized Emission-based Reciprocity Monte-Carlo method
(OERM) [31]. Scalability is strongly enhanced by treating each
mesh point independently from the others with a local monitor-
ing of the statistical error. Such a property is inherited by the
ERM approach [39]. ERM is however penalized by a slow sta-
tistical convergence in cold absorbing regions. This limitation
is overcome by OERM using a frequency distribution function
based on the emission distribution at the maximum temperature
encountered in the system. Thanks to the RAINIER solver, stud-
ies of accurate radiative energy transfer in DNS or LES have be-
come affordable recently [40–42]. In the present study, the local
control of the Monte-Carlo convergence is set such that the re-
sults’ standard deviation is either below 10% or, for points with
small radiative contributions, below 3% of he maximum radiative
power value. Additionally, fixing an upper threshold for the to-
tal number of rays per points allows not to spend computational
efforts in irrelevant points such as those with negligible contri-
bution to the radiative energy transfer. After carrying out several
standalone radiation computations to determine this threshold, a
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maximum number of 4,000 rays per point was determined to al-
low matching of the convergence criteria for 99.9% of the points.

Wall heat transfer solver Conjugate heat transfer is
taken into account by solving the heat conduction within the solid
parts of the combustion chamber. Only the four quartz windows
that constitute the chamber walls are here discretized. The tem-
perature of the bottom wall that corresponds to the swirled injec-
tion exit plane is fixed in the reactive flow simulation from ther-
mocouple measurements. The physical properties of the quartz
(type GE-124) are taken as cps = 954 J/kg/K, ρs = 2200 kg/m3

and λs = 1.52 W/m/K. The windows dimensions are: 250 mm
(height) x 92 mm (width) x 12 mm (thickness).

As explained in the section about the coupling procedure,
two heat transfer solvers are used: the first one solving the un-
steady heat equation, the second one solving the steady heat
equation. Let us outline that both are actually instances of the
YALES2 library and hence share the same data structure and
discretization schemes as the flow solver: The unsteady heat
transfer solver is then a finite volume solver using fourth-order
schemes for space discretization and explicit time integration;
Regarding the steady heat transfer solver, the linear system ob-
tained by fourth-order spatial discretization of the steady heat
equation is solved with the same parallel algorithm [33] as for
the pressure Poisson equation.

Boundary conditions for quartz walls are provided on the
internal side coupled with the reactive flow solver following the
coupling procedure (see next section) and on the external side in
contact with ambient air at the temperature Text = 293 K. The
contribution from the external free convection boundary layer
begin rather moderate, one must not forget the radiative flux on
the external side. Given the hot wall temperature, the radiative
heat flux cannot be linearized. The expression of the external
wall heat flux φ ext

bnd provides then a mixed boundary condition
accounting for both free convection and radiative transfer,

φ
ext
bnd = hext(Tbnd−Text)+ εbndσ(T 4

bnd−T 4
ext) (1)

where natural convection is described by the heat transfer co-
efficient hext(z), εbnd = 0.75 is the wall emissivity, and σ is
the Stefan-Boltzmann constant. Given the laminar regime of
the external free-convection boundary layer, hext(z) is given by
the Nusselt number expressed as Nu(z) = 0.39Ra1/4 with the
Rayleigh number Ra. Accounting for the 2-cm-wide plate be-
low the quartz windows, an origin z0 = 2 cm is introduced such
that

hext(z) =
Nu(z− z0)λair

z− z0
. (2)

Air properties used to compute λair and the Rayleigh number are

taken at a film temperature Tm = 0.5(Text +Tbnd). The sensitivity
to the value of hext(z) determined by Eq. 2 is studied in a simple
manner by considering a 1D 12mm-thick quartz layer with an
imposed heat flux on the inner side (φ0 = 3.5 kW/m2). The outer
boundary condition used is the one prescribed by Eq. 2 for dif-
ferent values of the convective heat coefficient hext . As it can be
seen in Fig. 2, modifying hext by 10% only causes a 1% variation
in the inner wall temperature. Hence, the influence of the exter-
nal convective heat coefficient on the wall temperature is small.Chapter 7 - Application of the Conjugate Heat Transfer

methodology to a laboratory-scale combustor
161

Figure 7.17: Surface plot of the inner wall temperature Tbnd response to a
modification of the outer boundary convective coefficient hext. Text is set to
293K and the radiation is taken into account with ✏ = 0.75 for the quartz wall.

Figure 7.18: Mean mole fractions of the gaseous CO2 (left) and water vapor
(right) inside the studied burner.

�

�

FIGURE 2. Result of the 1D parametric study to quantify the sensi-
tivity to the hext value: Surface plot of the resulting relative variation in
the inner wall temperature Tbnd as a function to a reference value hext,0
and its relative variation.

For the linear steady heat transfer solver, the resolution
must be adapted to the non-linear boundary condition in Eq. 1.
An outer iterative method (Fig. 3) with a fixed point algorithm
is used on the external boundary temperature field. Within
each outer iteration, the linear steady solver is applied to the
linearized system where the radiative component is written as
T 4

bnd ≈ Tbnd · (T est
bnd)

3 to provide a new value for Tbnd . T est
bnd is an

estimation of the converged value of the external wall tempera-
ture which is updated after each iteration. This is repeated until
the convergence is reached for the external boundary temperature
field, which corresponds to the solution of the original non-linear
heat transfer problem. Considering the solution converged when
the variations between outer iterations are less than 5% yields an
average number of five outer iterations in the studied case.

Coupling procedure
Multi-physics simulations are carried out by coupling the

aforementioned solvers. The coupling between the reactive LES
and wall heat transfer solvers, which enables simulations of con-
jugate heat transfer, is first detailed. The additional coupling
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FIGURE 3. Control loop for the fixed point algorithm used to solve
the steady heat transfer equation when a radiative boundary condition is
applied.

with radiative energy transfer is then described. All exchanged
data between solvers are communicated with the coupling library
OpenPALM [43] developed specifically for massively parallel
coupled simulations.

Coupling reactive LES and wall heat transfer The
heat transfer solver is coupled to the LES with the recently devel-
oped Hybrid-Cell Neumann-Dirichlet (HCND) coupling method
[29]. It enables to carry out coupled simulations while control-
ling the coupling period from a user-specified accuracy tolerance.
Such a procedure allows a control of the accuracy of unsteady
conjugate heat transfer simulations, which is particularly suited
for high-fidelity simulations of CHT with DNS or LES. How-
ever, when studying the permanent regime statistics, simulating
accurately the transient heating of the combustor’s walls is un-
affordable with LES given the slow conduction process in the
solid parts. An acceleration technique is then applied to skip to
the permanent regime. An accelerated HCND has been derived
and validated [30], the corresponding coupling procedure is here
briefly described.

The acceleration is achieved by considering the superposi-
tion of unsteady and steady components for all quantities in the
solid walls or at their boundary. For example, the solid temper-
ature is written as Ts = T̂s + T ′s . The steady temperature in the
solid domain is then evaluated, after each coupling iteration, by
the steady heat transfer solver with the external boundary condi-
tion in Eq. 1 and the internal Neumann boundary condition pre-
scribed by the current value of the mean wall conductive flux
computed on the reactive-flow side.

The coupling procedure to estimate the unsteady conjugate
heat transfer considers a layer of hybrid-cells at the flow-wall in-
terface (see Fig. 4). The corresponding evolution of the unsteady
part of the boundary temperature is written as

dT ′bnd
dt

=−
Φ′f ,bnd +Φ′s,bnd

Vf ρ f cp f +Vsρscps
(3)

FIGURE 4. One hydrib cell of volume Vhyb (in grey) is the union of
fluid and solid cells of volume V f and Vs located on each side of the
interface.

The unsteady contributions of heat fluxes Φ′f ,bnd and Φ′s,bnd , are
provided by both flow and unsteady heat transfer solvers. Equa-
tion 3 is solved after each coupling iteration with a time-step
control algorithm which allows the dynamic determination of the
coupling time step given an accuracy tolerance. Once the tem-
perature at the flow-wall interface has been updated, it is used
as Dirichlet boundary conditions for both flow and unsteady heat
transfer solvers during their respective time integration between
two coupling steps. Considering a 1D domain and a fixed cou-
pling time step ∆tcpl , one can characterize the stability of cou-
pling procedure [29] in terms of an hybrid Fourier number,

Fhyb =
∆tcpl

ρ f cp f ∆x f +ρscps∆xs

(
λ f

∆x f
+

λs

∆xs

)
. (4)

Given the retained explicit time integration of Eq. 3, the critical
stability value of Fhyb (function of several parameters) is of the
order of unity. Despite such a value is impractical for studies of
steady CHT using RANS where very large time steps are consid-
ered, this is not an issue in LES. Indeed, LES is here used to i)
compute mean wall temperature and heat flux with an accelera-
tion method and ii) to capture unsteady heat loads from the turbu-
lent flow. The accurate temporal resolution of such unsteadiness
is handled by the coupling time step adaptation algorithm based
on a prescribed accuracy threshold [29]. This accuracy require-
ment typically results in a coupling time step below the stability
limit. Let us note that the PID time-step controller would prevent
the time step to go beyond the stability limit anyway.

The unsteady heat transfer solver determines the unsteady
part of the solid domain temperature given by

ρscp,s
∂T ′s
∂ t

= ∇.(λs∇T ′s ). (5)
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The described accelerated HCND coupling method has been
shown [30] to compute accurately steady state fields without per-
turbing the unsteady contributions whose accuracy is controlled
with a self-adaptive coupling period.

Coupling with radiation The radiative energy transfer
from burnt gases and the combustor walls (internal side) is ac-
counted for by coupling the Monte-Carlo solver to the reactive
flow solver. The latter provides the former with the gaseous mix-
ture composition, gases and wall temperature fields. The Monte-
Carlo solver then returns the volume radiative power which is
used as a local source term in the gaseous enthalpy equation,
and the wall radiative flux Φrad,bnd which is added to the heat
flux Φ f ,bnd whose contributions are sent to the boundary tem-
perature solver and the steady heat transfer solver. The commu-
nication scheme between solvers is presented in Fig. 5. To be

FIGURE 5. Communication scheme of exchanged data for the cou-
pling between the radiative transfer solver, the reactive flow solver and
the wall heat transfer solvers

affordable with the available computational ressources, the ra-
diative transfer equation is solved on a coarser mesh compared
to the flow solver. The interpolation between meshes is handled
by the OpenPalm coupling library. A dynamic coupling adapta-
tion as not been derived yet for multi-physics simulations with
radiation. The reactive flow and radiative transfer codes are then
coupled with a fixed coupling time step, ∆tcpl(F,R), related to

TABLE 1. Mesh size (in millions of cells) and number of cores used
by each code for both the flow-wall coupled case and the flow-wall-
radiation coupled case.

CASE-FW CASE-FWR

Mesh size #CPUs Mesh size #CPUs

Reactive LES 49M 960 49M 256

Wall heat transfer 41M 95 41M 96

Radiation - - 8M 991

the flow-wall coupling time ∆tcpl(F,S) such that ∆tcpl(F,R) =
25∆tcpl(F,S).

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The combination of i) large-eddy simulation with a com-

bustion model that accounts for the effect of enthalpy defect
on the flame structure, ii) an efficient Monte-Carlo solver with
detailed radiative properties and controlled accuracy, and iii) a
self-adaptive coupling procedure for conjugate heat transfer to
compute accurately steady and unsteady components of the solid
domain temperature, provides a high-fidelity coupled simulation
which, to the best of the authors knowledge, is unprecedented in
the investigated realistic configuration.

Results are presented for two coupled simulations: The first
one considers coupled effects between the reactive flow and the
walls heat transfer (denoted as CASE-FW), while the second ad-
ditionally accounts for radiation (denoted as CASE-FWR). Let
us outline once again that the numerical (discretization scheme
and mesh) and modeling (subgrid and combustion model) setup
of the LES solver is identical to the one in [24]. In this previ-
ous study, the measured wall temperature was prescribed in the
simulation and the modeling setup was shown to retrieve the im-
pact of heat losses on the studied turbulent flame. The objective
of the present study is to estimate the wall heat losses without
prior experimental knowledge, which translates into predicting
accurately the wall temperature fields. Doing so paves the way
to fully predictive simulations to determine structure heat loads
and their feed-back effects on the flame.

As shown later, the predicted wall temperature field is close
to the experimental one. The flame shape (not shown) and ve-
locity profiles (Fig. 6) are then very similar to the ones obtained
by imposing the measured wall temperature in the stand-alone
reactive LES described in [24]. The next comparison with exper-
imental measurements focuses on wall temperature.

The different mesh size and number of cores for each solver
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FIGURE 6. Radial profiles of mean longitudinal velocity at different
heights (top: 5 mm, middle: 10 mm, botom: 25 mm) in the combus-
tor. Symbols: Experimental data [24]. Plain blue line: Numerical re-
sults from [24] for the stand-alone LES with imposed wall temperature.
Dashed red line: Numerical results of the coupled simulation CASE-
FWR.

in both simulations are given in Tab. 1. For CASE-FW, the total
computational cost is 350k hours on a Bull cluster equipped with
Intel E5-2690 processors, while for CASE-FWR the cost is of
approximatively 1M hours. The simulation of CASE-FWR was
initiated with the final solution of CASE-FW. In terms of charac-
teristic time scale of the combustor τ = H/U = 18 ms (where U
is the bulk velocity in the injector), the sampling used for statis-

tics computation is 10τ in CASE-FW and 0.6τ in CASE-FWR.
An example of the self-adaptive coupling time step com-

puted in CASE-FW is presented in Fig. 7. The chosen error tol-
erance for the numerical integration is taken as η = 5%. The ob-
tained coupling time step has a mean value of approximatively 9
times the flow solver time step. This value is one order of magni-
tude below the stability limit of the coupling algorithm between
the flow solver and the heat transfer solver. The advantage of the
self-adaptative coupling time step enables not to a priori fix this
parameter. A similar methodology for the coupling with thermal
radiation remains to be developed.
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FIGURE 7. Temporal evolution of the self-adaptive coupling time
step scaled by the flow solver diffusive time step, for flow-wall coupling
(CASE-FW), with time origin taken at the begining of the run. Error
tolerance is set to η = 5% for the HCND control algorithm.

Wall temperature predictions
The computed reactive flow is shown in Fig. 8. It is sim-

ilar for both studied cases. As seen on the mean velocity field,
the swirled injected flow generates a central recirculation zone as
well as external ones. The zone A is located at the bottom of the
chamber while the second external recirculation zone (B) is much
longer. The extent of recirculation B is roughly three fourth of
the chamber height. A large volume of cooled burnt gases recir-
culates then towards the flame which is compact in respect to the
chamber’s size. As seen on the progress variable reaction rate,
the dilution of the flame with such cold burnt gases damps the
reaction zone in the swirled-flow outer shear layer. This effect
can be accounted for thanks to the retained combustion model.
Close to the combustor centerline, the burnt gases temperature is
close to the adiabatic one just downstream the turbulent flame.
Then, the hotter gases emit radiative energy (when radiation is
considered) and mixes with the recirculating colder gases.
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FIGURE 8. Visualization of fields on the center plane for CASE-
FWR. Left: Mean longitudinal velocity with the recirculation zones
highlighted by the white iso-contour Ux = 0. Right: Instantaneous
progress variable reaction rate (left half-domain) and temperature (right
half-domain)

The large recirculating zone B prevents the direct contact of
the hottest gases with the wall. The resulting wall temperature
and conductive flux is shown in Fig. 9. The wall temperature and
heat flux peak in the upper part of the recirculation B. Below, as
the burnt gases gets colder, the wall temperature decreases cor-
respondingly. Finally, in the lowest zone, burnt gases are the
coldest. This is accentuated by the slow recirculation zone A
characterized by a large residence time and by the increased ex-
ternal heat transfer coefficient (Eq. 2) close to the chamber basis.

LIP measurements of temperature (in the dotted white zone
in Fig. 9) from [24] are compared to the computed fields in
Fig. 10. Such LIP measurements are less invasive than arrays
of thermocouples and are characterized by a 1% accuracy [44].
Without accounting for radiation, CASE-FW (middle figure) al-
ready provides a good agreement with the experimental values
with a maximal local error of approximatively 10%. This level of
agreement indicates that the radiation is not strongly significant
in this configuration of moderate size in atmospheric pressure
conditions. The similar shape of iso-lines shows that the sim-
ulated reactive flow and its non-uniformities are well predicted
(see [24]).

When radiation from burnt gases and quartz walls is taken
into account, CASE-FWR (bottom of Fig. 10) shows numeri-

23
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FIGURE 9. Left: Quartz mean wall temperature predicted in CASE-
FW. The doted white rectangle represents the zone of LIP measure-
ments. Right: Corresponding mean wall conductive flux

cal predictions which are noticeably improved with a maximal
local error of about 3%. The previous underestimation of the
wall temperature is then due to the neglected radiative effects.
The observed level of agreement is truly impressive and has been
achieved thanks to the derived high-fidelity multiphysics frame-
work.

Analysis of radiative effects
Snapshots of a temperature field and the corresponding ra-

diative power are presented in Fig. 11. The local radiative power
is mode of two components: Prad = Prad

a −Prad
e where Prad

a and
Prad

e are the absorbed and emitted radiative power, respectively.
The middle subfigure only shows the emitted radiative power
(−Prad

e is plotted) which is showed to be larger in magnitude
than the actual one (bottom figure) accounting for both emission
and absorption. This difference outlines that an optically thin
assumption that would neglect absorption phenomena for all the
spectrum wavelength is here wrong and that the detailed radiative
transfer equation must be solved.

The difference of mean gaseous temperature for cases
CASE-FW and CASE-FWR is shown in the center plane in
Fig. 12. The temperature maximum remains the same because
the sudden temperature increase through the flame front is only
marginally impacted by radiation. In the rest of the chamber,
the radiative energy transfer homogenizes the temperature dif-
ferences as also noticed in multi-physics simulations of a heli-
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FIGURE 10. Wall temperature (in Kelvin) over the measurements
zone: y ∈ [−24.5, 26.5], z ∈ [6, 64], lengths in mm. Top: experimen-
tally measured temperature values [24]. Middle: numerically computed
wall temperature for CASE-FW. Bottom: numerically computed wall
temperature for CASE-FWR.

copter chamber [6]. Hot burnt gases downstream the flame are
seen to be colder when radiation is taken into account as seen
with the noticeable difference for the T = 1400 K iso-line. On
the other hand, the cold burnt gases at the bottom of the chamber

FIGURE 11. Top: Instantaneous temperature field on the center
plane. Middle: Radiative power−Prad

e (emission only). Bottom: Radia-
tive power Prad = Prad

a −Prad
e with emission and absorption accounted

for.

are hotter for CASE-FWR because of the radiation absorbed by
the walls which yields a higher wall temperature (seen previously
in Fig. 10). The T = 1400 K iso-line which is more irregular in
CASE-FWR compared to CASE-FW outlines that CASE-FWR
is not as well statistically converged as CASE-FW. This is also
noticeable in the wall conductive flux shown in Fig. 13. Getting
smoother converged fields would have required an additional 1 or
2 million cpu hours consumption which could not be afforded.

The resulting wall radiative and conductive flux for CASE-
FWR are presented in Fig. 13. The wall radiative flux is seen to
be of the same order of magnitude as the wall conductive flux,
also seen in [6]. The ratio of wall-integrated (quartz walls only)

9



conductive flux and total flux,

∫
w φcond,bnddS∫

w(φcond,bnddS+
∫

w φrad,bnd)dS
, (6)

leads to a global value of 0.53. Estimating correctly the heat
losses to the walls then requires to describe the radiative energy
transfer. This conclusion seems contradictory to the relatively
fair results obtained by CASE-FW to predict the wall tempera-
ture.

Let us explain this: Thermal radiation is an additional en-
ergy transfer mechanism that attenuate temperature differences
between gas cells and also between the gas temperature and the
wall temperature. Hence, when radiation is included, it is ex-
pected that the walls become hotter (see Fig. 10) while the burnt
gases become cooler (see Fig. 12). After the thermal transient,
the reduced temperature difference between the burnt gases and
the walls induce a reduced wall conductive flux. Indeed, compar-
ing the wall conductive flux for case FW (Fig. 9 right) and FWR
(Fig. 13 bottom) shows that the wall flux is roughly halved when
considering radiation. In case FWR, the reduced wall conduc-
tive flux is compensated by an additional contribution from the
wall radiative flux. This feed-back loop of radiative transfer on
the wall conductive flux explains why the total wall fluxes in the
case FWR is not simply the conductive flux from the case FW
with an additional contribution due to the radiation.

What remains surprising is the fact that the compensation
from this feed-back loop lead roughly to the same wall temper-
ature although the nature of the wall fluxes in the case FWR is
so different. This is because, in the studied configuration, the
CASE-FW conductive heat flux, which is overestimated com-
pared to reality, surprisingly roughly accounts for the total wall
heat flux (radiative and conductive) in case FWR.

This effect is clearly seen in the global energy budget of the
combustor, expressed as a macroscopic balance of sensible en-
thalpy:

∫
outlet

ρuhsdS︸ ︷︷ ︸
I

−
∫

inlet
ρuhsdS︸ ︷︷ ︸

II

+
∫

walls
φcond,bnddS︸ ︷︷ ︸

III

+
∫

walls
φrad,bnddS︸ ︷︷ ︸

IV

− Ω̇︸︷︷︸
V

= 0
(7)

The different terms are the outlet convective flux (I), the algebraic
value of inlet convective flux (II), the integrated wall conductive
(III) and radiative (IV when considered) fluxes, and the oppo-
site of the integrated heat release rate (V). The budgets for cases
FW and FWR are presented in Fig. 14. The comparison shows
that the volume integrated heat release rate is effectively equal

CASE-FWR

CASE-FW

300 690 1070 1460 1850
T [K]

FIGURE 12. Mean temperature on center plane for CASE-FWR (top)
and CASE-FW (bottom). Iso-lines are given for T=1800 K (black plain
line), T=1600 K (gray plain line) and T=1400 K (brown plain line).

13.0

8.4

4.2

0

�rad,bnd

�cond,bnd

[kW/m2]

0 H

FIGURE 13. Wall radiative (top) and conductive (bottom) heat flux
for CASE-FWR.

to 4 kW which is the burner theoretical power, showing that in
both simulations the total amount of fuel is burnt. For CASE-FW
around 35 % of the produced thermal energy is lost through wall
heat flux by conduction only, while for CASE-FWR it is nearly
50 % for the sum of radiative and conductive contributions. For
both cases, a substantial portion is then lost.

Wall fluctuations
The detailed unsteady multiphysics simulation enables to

study the temporal variations in temperature and heat fluxes at
the walls. The access to this unsteady thermal load on the com-
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(II)

(I)

(III)

(V )

(II)

(I)

(III)

(V )

(IV )

FIGURE 14. Energy budget of the combustor for both CASE-FW
(top) and CASE-FWR (bottom). Plotted variables are the inlet sensi-
ble enthalpy flow rate (gray), outlet sensible enthalpy flow rate (blue),
conductive wall heat flux (black), volume-integrated heat release rate
(green) and wall radiative flux (red).

bustor walls is necessary to later assess the thermal fatigue.
Figure 15 shows root-mean-square fields in the experimen-

tally studied window for CASE-FW and CASE-FWR. In CASE-
FW, the fluctuations in wall temperature and wall conductive flux
present a similar pattern, highlighting the correlation between
both quantities as also deduced from Eq. 3. The average level of
relative variation in the considered zone is approximatively 20%
for the wall conductive flux and a little less than 1% for the wall
temperature.

In CASE-FWR, the observed maximum value of wall tem-
perature RMS is reduced but the field is more homogeneous,
yielding a similar average level of relative variations (≈ 1%).
Similarly, with a roughly similar level of variations (≈ 20%),
the RMS in wall conductive flux is larger in CASE-FWR be-
cause of the increased steady wall conductive flux in the observed
zone. Finally, the amplitude of variations in wall radiative flux
is around 8%. Compared to CASE-FW, no clear correlation ap-
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FIGURE 15. RMS of wall temperature [K] (top), wall conductive
heat flux [W/m2] (middle) and wall radiative flux [W/m2] (bottom) for
cases CASE-FW (left column) and CASE-FWR (right-column).

pear between the RMS in wall temperature and either of the wall
fluxes. Further analysis will deal with frequency-domain corre-
lation studies to better understand the relationship between these
quantities.

CONCLUSION
This study presents a state-of-the-art multiphysics simula-

tion framework combining i) large-eddy simulation, ii) an effi-
cient Monte-Carlo solver with detailed radiative properties and
controlled accuracy, and iii) a self-adaptive coupling procedure
for conjugate heat transfer to compute accurately steady and
unsteady components of the solid domain temperature. The
resulting high-fidelity coupled simulation is applied to a con-
fined premixed swirling flame under atmospheric pressure to pre-
dict the wall temperature measured experimentally by Laser In-
duced Phosphorescence. While always considering conjugate
heat transfer, the coupled simulation is carried out with or with-
out accounting for radiative energy transfer. Results yield a satis-
factory agreement (≈ 10%) without radiation which drops below
3% when detailed radiation is taken into account. The combined
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experimental characterization of combustion and heat transfer as
carried out by [18,19] in a confined turbulent flame is recent and
similar future studies are necessary to assess further the accu-
racy of multi-physics simulations. A more complete validation
will benefit for example from the measure of wall temperature
on both sides along with the exhaust gases temperature. This
would provide additional data in terms of wall total heat fluxes
and the global amount of heat losses.

Analysis of the present simulation results shows that radi-
ation strongly modifies the balance of the macroscopic energy
budget in the combustor. Hence, concluding from the case with-
out radiation that the wall conductive heat flux is dominant over
the radiative one is plain wrong. The unsteadiness of wall tem-
perature and heat fluxes is finally compared between both sim-
ulations, showing similarities and differences which shall need
further analysis for a better understanding. The ability to deter-
mine such subtle unsteady heat loads on mechanical structures is
very promising. Yet, additional experimental data on unsteadi-
ness at combustors’ walls are necessary to validate the estimated
RMS fields.

Besides achieving accurate predictions, one of the objective
of such high-fidelity simulations is their comparison with sim-
pler approaches and low-oder models. Because of their large
computational cost, they are not affordable in a design optimiza-
tion loop for example. The obtained reference results on a couple
of operating conditions and/or different geometries can be used
to either calibrate other models or identify the origin of their lack
of accuracy and possibly remedy it.

Future studies will also consider configurations closer to
combustion chamber found in gas turbines where the combus-
tor liner wall is made of a thin metal layer and includes cooling
systems.
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